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What is it? 

Abdominal Aortic Aneurysm Screening is an ultrasound B-scan with image 
documentation for abdominal aortic aneurysm (AAA) screening.  An abdominal aortic 
aneurysm is a localized dilatation of the abdominial aorta that exceeds the normal diameter 
by more than 50%. The normal diameter is 2 cm. This condition It is caused by a 
degenerative process of the aortic wall, however the exact cause remains unknown.  

An abdominal aortic aneurysm occurs most commonly in older individuals (between 65 and 
75), and more in men and smokers. The majority of abdominal aortic aneurysms do not 
cause symptoms. Symptomatic and large aneurysms (>5 cm in diameter) are considered for 
repair. 

  
 

Criteria One-time abdominal aortic aneurysm screening is considered medically necessary per 
lifetime for males age 65 – 75 who have smoked at least 100 cigarettes during their lifetime. 
 

 
  Abdominal aortic aneurysm screening is considered not medically necessary for 

patients who do not meet the criteria stated above. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   

     Policies are designed to provide medical guidelines that are applicable for the majority of individuals with 
a particular disease, illness, or condition. In addition, policies are designed to supplement the medical necessity 
terms as defined in the member's Policy or Benefit Plan. Therefore,  policies alone can not override specific 
Policy or Benefit plan language regarding coverage, limitations and exclusions. In the event of conflict, the Policy 
or Benefit Plan shall govern. Any policies included herein do not constitute medical advice or the practice of 
medicine. Rather, they are intended only to establish general guidelines. Application of a policy to determine 
medical necessity in an individual instance is not intended, implied or construed to take priority over the 
professional judgment of a treating provider. In all situations, the treating provider must use professional judgment 
to provide the care believed to be in the best interest of the patient, and the provider and patient remain 
responsible for all treatment decisions. 

Notice 

Sentinel retains the right to review and update policies at its sole discretion. Policies are proprietary 
information of Sentinel. Any sale, copying or dissemination is prohibited; however, limited copying is permitted for 
individual use. 
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